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I . . Transmi Letter.: Learning and. BevelOpMent Study Group

_ Guiding' Assumptions

-. .
The learning and development study group supports NIE's initiative in

rethinking the role of the national, enters fOr educational research. Our
support, and ourichoice of missions,: depends upon what we understand about:the.
form that the etenterswill e.

o

Our central assumption is that the Centers will foster excellenCe
research. They. Willcondu-dt, coordinate, and ditseminate state of the art
research on. iracteble.problems,of enduring scientiqc.and educational
importance. Although prbbiems endure, progress in the fieldiictates changes,
over time. in theories and methods TO remaimeinttitutions of excellence, the
Centers must be:responsiveltosuch:changes.,

Excellence can be achieved and maintained onlyA.f the following
conditions'ere met. The major initiativeYfor the.Centers must come froM.the
scientifi6 community. It is essential that leading.researchers in the field
play an active' and. critical role in the selection process and, equally
important, in the continual monitoring of progress.

,°

To clarify our,asaymptions about the ro of Centers we- contrast -them
with that of the laboratories. Probl4MS of pressing practical need 'must be
addressed proMptly and cannot always wait upon the readiness of the scientific
community to, answer them thoroughly. Nonetheless, policy decisions should be
informed by-the best ,availableqscientific knowledge. The mission :of 'the
laboratories is to be reeponsiV4 tO the urgent problems of their regions. In
order to perfore this role, effectively, tthey need ready access to state of the'.
art eduCational research relevant to their dUrrent needs. The centers serve'
an essential function in NIE's mission by ensuring that first rate research is
given thellong term, stable support required for progress to made in the
areas of fundam4atal scientific and educational importance. Whereas the
agenda for tHe laboratoriet. is determine4, by the needs of the day, the agenda
for..the centers is 'determined by scientific priority;

.

Centers operate In a w er. context. 'Indeed, they cam, nly
perform-their fUnction when the, iibonditions that foster~ creativity
obtain.-Scientific breakthrought are at least as likely to emerge from
indvidual'initiative as fromcollaboratpe Center efforts.. One.role of a ,

center r.ould be to integrate. the important idea and results wherever they are
generatedP this is a crucial function hicause no centecould,encompass all
,the leading researchers in.the fields we have suggested for priority missions.

The,Selection and Organization of:Missions

We are transmitting'five statements comprising eight separate-missions..
These eight mission statements of two types.' Five cover the academic

areas:.reading-writing, Ehgliph language, mathematics and science.'
These missions are combined into two large statements, namely literacy
Creading,yritingfend EnglishYand:mathematicsiand science. The remaining
threefare more general in nature;they.have todo with educational technology,
generallearnin kills, and hOme:and community, influences on learning.



We mission statements for the areas, of reading and educational
technology arthough Vlese are already served by centers. The group considered

these areas ta'be of such priority that they wished to endorse their continued
,

funding.

Although ch of the individual research areas is sufficiently important'
and the research eds extensive enough to justify separate centers, several

',have been combined here on the basis of the interrelatedness of the research
issues and concerns., We would expect, Tor example, that a research effort
focused on either reaping or writing would require consideration of the
English language skills prerequisite,to the development of basic literacy.
However, there was some concern that the expertise required to mount a
research effort addressing all three areas is not likely to be found in any
one ideation. Hence, the missions were written as individual statements,lp
can be combined or separated depending upon-the ayailibility of funds'and't

field's response to the competitions.

e emhasize that these five latements are the top priorities of th

grou . We did-not rank them furthei- because in the prodess of decidin do

which particular missions to submit, Weeliminated areas of research that'were
not our top priorities, those that we believed_would be coverediby other Study
Groups, those that lent themselves to incorporation in some or all of the
other missions; and those that could be supported by individual grants.

Areas -that. were among thpse that were seriously considered but omitted
frdm our priority listllecause they were not felt to be as impdttant as the
ones we selected included art.and music; social studies, and foreign language

eduation. Topics that were dismisSed because they .fell into the domains of.
Other study groups were vocational education,'teecher.
characteristics/effectiveness, and discipline. Others were eliminated s

,c

.separate miSsions',Oecause they crosscut all of the selected areas and, ,i hence,

could be incorporated within the.priority missions. %These included to her.

education,- measurement and evaluation, learning problems, motivation, and
attitudes in learning.. : 0 '' .:-'-

1

A final area that was considered but-ndt presented as a separate mission
was bilingual education. This was not.gr-in ed individual mission status .
because of the prior decision to focus thefmissions,on, specific subject
domains (such as math and science) and general learning and development",
rather than on the educational needi of particular groups (e.g.; learning

disabled students, gifted students). Since the.educational heeds of bilingual
children crosscut all of the subject d6Mains, issues related to this group of
students are treated in each of the miSsionsi-and especially under the
literacy. erea.

Commonalities across Missions/

Th panel is recotmending five broad mission statements'with High
priori for the understanding of learning and development: Educational
Techn logy, HomeCommunity Influences, Learning Processes, Literacy, and
MathematicsScience. Thee are,several consideratidns of a general nature
that apply to all of the mission statements. These considerations-include
matters of timeliness and relevance, potential for apPlication,to current

educational problems, the'nature and quality of the research, the populations
and settings to be considerermINL,the organizhtional'structure of the'

2
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Preferpnde'should be.giviin tt04,e0arch with a high prob_p ty of -ie.: ,

yieldinvtgainsAror scierltlfWknoWtedge and educational pract ce.. It shoul8 ' i."g,-

also contrib#ato:t4 attiinmentof'oational, goals (e.g.,. so ial aad.civlc .

concerns;se0OhOmioi,atiCi uStrigi priorities) and recognize dgmographic ttlend-s

and technolOgi.c511 deielii tents. In any of the work proposed, atterltion shoUtd .

be given to-theittLiggtibns for developing the capabilities of educgtional

professional4An4 Opheril involved in the learning and develo nt processes,'
. ,

and to potentialities .for the applicatiorf of any research mea urements'

developed to later practice. ,

. ,

Research excellence must be'the tajor criterion for judging the
activities Conductled under ,these miseiond. qieyond that, the activities should

be, planned to take advantage of the unique opportunities inherent in the types

of, organizations envidage4-that is, opportunities that many short-;terd grants

to\indi4 dual inve4,igators do not allow. 'These include an 'interdisciplinary

perspect've, poSsibilities for longitudinal-research,'and the opportunity.to

addrest roblems,of greater complgociiy. .

Another research concern that°

pervades work sunder all, of the missions is the necessity for'soUnd measurement

and eveldation.

Recognition of the diverse nature of our SOCiety'should be refiectea in
the activities planned under all the missions. Diversity can be defined'in.

ethnic, language, socioeconomic, age, ability and 'regional terms. Similarly,

considerations - should be given to the many different. settings in which

learning and development can take place, e..g4duch.out.:,of-school contexts as
,

,

tne home, business'add industry; and the community.
:.. o

C

.

, t i li.-
.,: -, ";

Finally, we address the organization and structure of the endeavors
af

unertaken-41nder.,the five main missions. Some might.find it difficult to

conceptualize theeffor as occurring in:a structure other than e.,...c.enter in a.

single.geographical-locatiOn with an interdisciplinary staff and full support

f4cilities... However, in this age of rapid..CommUnicationand traniportation,.

such:a' facility is probably not necessary.. It may not even be desirable (in

term's, of dealing with the diverse populations and-setting's described above) or

possible (in terms of assembling the necessary expertise in one pertafient

loc tion). Therefore, a.consortium model willprobably.be more Wective in

man Situations. In any case, there is a need for flexibility in apprOaches

to rganization and staffing. It, should be up to those proposing work;under

the various missions to outline the structure that best fits themission
.

requirements.
,

.

Selection and Review of Centers

.

the groidp was partitularly, concerned that steps-would be taken to insure

effective selection of Centers and review of their work.

Selection should be guided by several criteria, including the following:

(1) Since the chief 'goal is to proddce high-quality-research on the relevant

issues, competitiOn forCenters should.be open to all.legitimate reseirch
institutions; (2) The requests for prdposals should be written in such a way

as to promote scientific creativity, flexibility, and initiative. Thetopics

to be investigated and\the organizational arrangementsPto be employed should

not be :specified in such detail that investigators would be discouraged from



proposing 'fruitful -research approaches and creative. administrative
arrehgem.ents(eii.,, consortia or cooperative `arrangements betweenttwo or more
institutions); .(.3) Winners.of the Competition,should be selected by outside
peer reviewers:*

s ,.

.\ Oticecenters have been selected,,they should be assured of,a reasonable
. ,

period b ; ,me in which to make reasonabI4 progress 'toward their goals. This,

however,. t.guld not vitiate the need for periodic review by,NIk staff and
outside peer reviewers. The impOrtanceto this process of the continuity as
owell as the competence of'the NIE monitors cannot be overestimated. The

reviews shouldffolaus,*primarilypOn the quility of the research efforts.

The selected Centers should not be viewed as perm'anent institutions. As

scientific,progress is mide, and national.priorilies.change, allOwancet should
be made for the termination of some centers and the initiation of others.

Balancing Centers with Individual Research
. . .

4
. .

nally, an overriding fear of the study group was that we Might be
. ,

contributing to the demise of individual research efforts. The erosion of
NEE's general budget, together with the fixed status of the amount targeted

/7
*for Labo atories and centersi means that less and lets support is a liable-,

for,resea,ch activities initiated by individuals or small groups. 'A though
Strongly supporting the Center concept, the group was emp c in' its

endorsement' of a healthy budget fof. individual grants .mpetitions. If this

is not protected, a state of affairs will exiStAerhere the only model-for
educational research.Will be that of the:Centers. Not only would this stifle
individual initiative, it would concentrate the lion's share of resources in a
few megacehtereor major Universities, and effectively disenfranchise a.
vibrant and significant part of the scientific community.

,

fi
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,MISSIONSTATEMENT'FORILITERACY

The Nep:onal CoMtissiOn on EXcellence in Educatidn (NCEE),relor4
.

\

that 1320 17 year and 20% of.adults in AMe ica are "functionally
_ .

. -illiterate" on,the,"simplest tasks.of,everyday re ding, writing, and
:coMprehension". AfilthoughAlOgranp:is_immune, lin istic and ethnic
..:minarity:students.ArepArticularly:nusceptihle an are thus

OlOverrepreSente4:4MOng thogi who leavchool,wit out having attained''
:. thelevel of',:basic'jiteracy 'skill' required for sUFvival'in.an

, AA

increasingly competitive ecanomicAworld.. Functional,illiteracy may run
as highles-40Z among minority youth.

The NCEE strongly recommends that-411 high's
be equipped to: "(a),comprehend, interpret, evalu
read;' (b) write Well-organized effective papers; (
and discusi ideas intelligently; and (d) know our 1
how it enhances imagination and ethical underetandi
to the'customs, ideas, and values of today's life
ordei. io heluitudents acquire these competencies,
understanding of the reading, writing and oral lan
support academic learning, together with the factor
'literacy failuies.

ool graduates.should
to and use whit they
). listen effectively
terary;her4tage and
and howqtrelates

d culture". In
e need a deeper-
age skill_ needed. to

-that 'contribute tO-

The problem demands a sustained long-termeffo t on several fronts.
The,researchneed is extensive enough to support th pe. separate centers,
or.the missions could be Combined in one or two large center with .a

<level of support commensurate with the complexity and urgency of the
problem. The particular combinations should be det 'mined by the ,

field's initiative in responding to the 'competition. Following are
`three separate statements on reading, writing, and

7
lish language

skills that cover the topics.



The ational Need

MISSION STATEMENT FOR READING

11N

niversal literacy has been a majorPaim of.American society for
no than *century, but.20% of American'adults cannot read or
un erstand simple text*. :Business and military leader's complainthat
.theymust spend millions of dollars on remedial reading programs; or
'example, the Departdentof the Navy claims that one quarter'of its
recruits cannot read at the minimum level needed to understand written
safety instructions.

The well adliertised decline in. standardized reading test scores
after the'middleiTades indicates that high - level comprehension skills
are particularly problematic. The National -sion on ExcellenCe in
Education (NCEE) reports that neaily'40% of 17-ye r-olda:nannot draw
inferences from written material"; the task of comprehending, analyzing
and drawing conclusions from texts is beyond many of our high school.;.
graduates. 1

A ri

Reflecting the decline in reading comprehension skills is_a
,concOmittant decline in the difficulty level of the material that
students are required to read. A recent study by Educational Products
'Information'Exchange claimSd that the majority of students.are'able to,
master 80% of the content df some subject-matter texts befOre opening
the book; "many books do not' challenge the students to wiibntiley are
assigned." \

The problem is exacerbated, by the'growing need for technological
literACY, 'The National Commission on Excellence in EducatiOn expressed
feare of "raising anew generation of Americans that, are, scientifically

,nd technologically illiterate." School graduates who are borderline
illiterates will further Aandicapped in an increasingly complex
society._ Reading will be more important, not less,,in.the computer age,
demanding as it will high leVels of natural 4anguage proficiency.
Reading has never been wire, iMportanfor individual fulfillment and the
social., economic, and precticarwell-being of our society.;__

Current Status of Research

Research into various aspects, of leading comprehension has been
funded by NIE for several years and 'with notable success. Specifically,
great strides have been made in our. .understanding on four main fronts:
(1) Re understand a great deal more about how to design texts so that

.they are readable and interesting. Tests are'comprehensible if they are
well written; but we now understand *that they are well written to the
extent that they follow a familiar structure, and the syntax,
\vocabulary, clarity of presentation, style and coherence reach
acceptable levelS,'all of which we can measure. (2) Firmly established
is the importance of the compatibility of reader knowledge and text .

-\__ content; comprehension, is Clearly by the extent of overlap
between a reader's prior knowledge and the content of,texts;
(3) Variations in reading tasks greatly influence ease of understanding;

SI



efficient readers adapt their expenditure of effort and ingenuity
economically in tune with texts'of varying 'complexity, such as reading,
for relaxation, reading to leprn, and reading to understand a government
dOtuMent; (4) Considerable advances haVe been made in our-understanding
of reading strategies; mature readere(poesess a complex repertoire of
reading and study strategies for etliancing their:understanding, and for
detecting-and overcoming comprehension failures.
We know a great.deal about how thede learning activities develop and how
:they can be enhanced by instruction.

Need for a Center ,

Reading is a complex process and research must concentrate on
linguistici psychological, sociological and educational aspects.o the
topic. AlthOugh'sighificant headway has been made, we need concerted;_
interdisciplinary efforts to attack the problem of achieving universal
literacy. Stable long-term instructional support would.promote'the,type
of research only possible in a center; for example, lOngitudinal studies
of developmental trajectives in the acquisition of reading competencies,
case studies of children.learning to read under a variety of home, u:.
communitY'and school support systems, studies'of gifted'and learning
disabled students, etc. A centralized Reading Center ould serve as a
national resource where researchers from many disciplines could:Pool
their knowledge and contribute to the development and dissemination. of
theoretical and,practical advances in knowledge.

Priority Research, Topics

These should include research on the basic. linguistic and cognitive.0.
processes involved in reading at all_ as : (1) decoding
fluency;. (2) the'growth.Of knowledge of word meanings; '(3) the relation
between oral and wriftenlanguage; (4) the development and instruction
ofreading,an-d study strategies; 5) the development of students' own
understanding and control of these methods oflearning from texts; (6)
the influence of enrichedAmckgroundknOwledge On reading comprehension;
(7) the ability to consider the writer's'point of view; and (8) the
understanding of text. genre.

The relation of reading to 'other areas of,competence needs,to be
addressed, notably the relation of listening and reading comprehension,
the relation of.learning to read and learning to write, and the
influence 'of enhanced reading comprehension on other literacies such as
the scientific and the technBlogical. Finally, the social organization
of reading groups, classrooms, and schools that enhande.effective
instruction of reading needs careful attention:.



. MISSION STATEMENT FOR WETTING

National Need.

The writing skills Of recent. generations of American students have
been jUdged'and found wanting by. the National Commission on Excellence
in Education,swho report that only '20% of American 17 -yeai=cads can

. write la persuasive essay, and.Wthe popular press,-.NewsWeek's December,
-_1975,article titled "MliJohnny Can't-Write" paints a dismal pictute of
the writing competence og American high school and college. students..
Additionally,, parents are concerned about the lack of writing facility
on the patt of their children, and employers complain about the same
lack of writing skills in jobisituations. This general outcry hai led
to i national trend toward:the acceptance.orwriting as an academic
Subject in its own right. Reflecting this trend, a recent Carnegie
FoUndations study concluded that writing is the:most important and most
neglected skill in school and should.be taught in every class.

Although separate instruction in writing at the college level has
existed for some thee, only recently has writing emerged as serious
consideration in other educational Sectors. Within_the,past ten years,,
writing courses have become nart.of one- and two-year technical
education programs, but still, comparatively little attention has-been

.paid to systematic instruction in writing in,schobli. The major
impeditent to improving the teaching of writing in schooldlies not in
the motivation of educators or the concerns .of the community but in our
lack of fundamental knowledge about the writing process. is includes
theProcessess,tudentd use in'learningtowrite, the mateti and
tethniquei.needed by teachers in the. instruction oUwriting and the
appropriate procedures and-Methodology fOr the assessment of student
writing.

Current Status of'Research

:Interest in the writing process is also fairly new within the
research community, but the area ie one of considerable current
activity. Recent research has concentrated on common student writing
probleas revealed at all stages of the composition process: planning
(drafting), organizing, editing,_developmentof content and argument,
and revision.

Encouraging,regults in,improving writing strategies have been
obtained through the proVision of external cues and Supports;

-consultations between teachers and students during writing; strategy
modeling; and, for older studdnts, direct explanation. Intrinsic to
this reseaiih are the examination df'the child's initial.udderstanding
of written symbols and developmental trends in.thi_attainment of writing
competence. Also receiving considerable attention is the developnent of
the composing protege itself and such issues as Op-studenes:own
misunderstanding of the 'writing process, methods of fostering
independent-editing, and-the possible role of interactive computer
programs in promoting more effective writing.



Many edOcational jurisdictions in the U.S. have called for
systematic evaluation ofleriting, but writing evaluation, has long been,
recogilzed as a. thorny problem characterized by uncertainties both in.
'the.manner of obtaining products for evaluation and the methods of..
scoring. Thus, writing,evaluation has become a major subject of
reseaich.

The. National Council of Teachers of'English reported recently that
aspirants who' wish to teach high school English' can progress through
school end college without taking a 'single English composition coalwe.
Not surpriiing, many school teacheis are.illprepared to teach writing.
How to improve teachers' ability to be,effective writing instructors is
a major research question.

The Need for a Center

Current rasearch$rograms are promising'bIli limited and
fragmentary, and there is a need for a major centralized effort on he
cognitive processes underlying writing, the eaching.of composition, ands.`
methods of assessing excellence in writing. The need for stable-
lank7tetM'funding-that Would-permit extensive .commitmente.to.the -
collection,of longitudinal data on achievement outcomes, basic'studies
of writing in a variety of contexts, and.interdisciplinery
collaboration. The need for a center on the study of,writing is urgent
and

Priority Research Topics

These would include basic research on the cognitive processes
involved in writing, including the acquisition of compositiOnand
editing skills, the effect of various instructional and learning
enIironments, the importance of student experiences and practice in
writing, and,the effect of improved writing on general. learning skills.
It has been argued that "learning to write to learning to think" if; so,
writing can represents a fruitful forum through which' students can.be_
taught to organize their ideas, develop tit r,and display
knowledge to advantage.

In addition to the basic knowledge that has direct implicaKOne for
the instructional process, an array of'pedagogical needs must be
examined. At the heart of these pedagogical'issuis is the wideV
recognized deficiency in the training of teachers in the instruction of
Writing. InCorpoiated'in teacher training programs should be methods of
helping teachers facilitate the acquisiiiqn Of-writing skills such as
mechanics, word usage,, sentence formation, handwriting, composition, and
computerilad text editing.

The field' is faced with the task of assessing ing w n little
is know about how to do it. However,.there ib an imie iate ed to.
in4estigate differences in the quality of student writing as a function
of length and co tent of the stimulus materials provided to tu Ants to
elicit their- writing;-response formats (letters, composition,:notes,
reports, etc.)Fmodes of discourse required of the student; a d
audiences

:

udipnaes to be addressed: Other important assessment iasues.include

12-



the validity, reliibility,,_and consistency of measurement of student'
performance,.: procedures for scoring and scorer training; and
methodology tot edtablishing appropriate achievement standardM.

.

Possible Efforts Needed-

One task of- the center should be to establish coisortium of
individuals with basic and, appliedtillg research expertise to
evaluate the woik of the center enifiqo'recommend research priorities on
_a continuingLbasis. Thid type of input is necessary for the center to
be responsive to the needs of the field. The establishment of a .

centralised. effort would facilitate the extensive, interdisciplinary,
long_tern'effort needed if a major contribution' to knowledge in the area
is to occur.
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.MISSTONSTATEMENT-FOR'ENGLISHLANGUAGE'SKILL-DEVELOPMENT
.

.

Well - developed oral language skills are a,pkerequisite to literacy.
SOme 44.theSe' skills:4re learned in the. home prior to:school; some must

,

bel:learned*In school.''Ordiniiily there-is a continuity between the
developMent whiCh:takes place'in-thelhome, and:thatithich tikes place: in
SC12001. It is assumed' that written texts --themtelVWConstitute
iMpOrtant source of inputlor-ihe learning of mature fOriLof the
1*ngtage,.'and,that in'dealing.Mith teXtst,,studenti,deVelOO'skills:inthe
use of that language'fOr sustained reasoning and' the careful **Change of
information. Issues,raised by theseassumpigons include.the-follOwingt-,-
Whether±saMe,texts.ioikimiter than others,* promoting g-voCahulary and
StrUctutalAeveloPmen4.whether instructional activities suChas those
in which: students ritemade.explicitlyaware,of the differencesfbetWeen-_,
oraIand:wrikpen langUage,forMs enhance thedevelopmentHof aCedemic
language4dCill; wheiherth e development of aCadeMiejanguagOikilskills is
improVediby gramMaticaljnstructioniO,which.the:foknat,svOCOUlaryi
khekOk4c41 structure of English,are' exPlicitand Whether the

is by Practice:in:wiiting.iv

4 The-academic learninuprobleMs expeilenced by studentsJfrom
tinority-Amoups, especiallytillaCks, Hii0anics and' Native are
:lartiocilkily:.*OuteT'SoMe'OU,theSe students come frOM-41o47EngliSh
Speaking,hoMeg,and;thekeforehaversless-,than a 60.1'W*SteryTovet
English; others speak dialects* triglish:Whichdiffer sUbStaitially

- *rot the standard Variety:,:nsed:byteak4ers*Ad tO"textbdok6.H:It'ie'
generally assumed'thst::pkfok knowledge of theschoOl language. i8 a
-prereqUisite:tO leakningi0iread:initand:Wmaking:Sense_of:.Classroomi
instkOction..::Theproblm* Ofylearningthe:,fOrml*of,the language needed /
for literacy is a much greater one for linguistically different, students

for those who4lready sOeak the:languageor:dialictl,of.::
School..

Some_issUes:related to the problems these students incl de
. ,

establishing the leVel of proficiency. n thSSth091 20Swagareq ire&
foljiterScir:dOwelOpment, and for CoMPtahending the subject mat er which
1S:taught in that language (both in "textbooks and in ClasekOOM .
instruction); discovering, what is.-invOlvedAny-hecoming profic entenough
in that language to be able to leakn.through it; determiningthoWsMch
anciwhat kind:pUinstructiOnalsupporta studentE(need440)kider to
acquire thoSe skills; determining how long it takeSfokatu4ents-Eit
different agesvanii,from various lingUiStic backgrOunds'tfraCquirethe
language skills:meeded:fokschoolilanddetermining whatkind. of
instructional suppOrt situdentS-muSt'have)iwOrder_to deal with sgybol
while they.:sk*lisarninE,English.,Some other topics that must be
investigated,,includiscovering::,whataspectkloUlinguiatic and` iterercy
Skills-the stUdent's native langUage ordialeCt tkansfer t*-the*hool'
language; determining what.ispects Of.dialeCt.differences affect literacy

'development)and ScademiC deVeiopMent:generallyandAwhethersometypei
Of dialeCtS.'le.g. ethnic- substrate dialectsYtnterfere,
more with educa4onal deVelopMent than dootheks regional:;
dialects). whether:it'cin be acquired through.literacy



development, r ether it
a.

o_be,'mastered in an oral 'form befOre
students can puCcearifUlli'learn.tO :lead in it;: and to what extent
written texts Can vrOVide.;the siudents leazit. standard
English, as a second ,language

The learning:`of the school language as- a second onevis an enormous
job, .but. it is .not ordinarily an : insurmountable one for;inost
linguistically different Students. Eventually,most of them learn
'English well enough .tO., handle 'its in school. But thfre are !,Other.
"problems' fhese:students faCe in 'becom.j.ng literate; and in dealing with
sChool:in..4eneral, ,that .are mote:difficult to overcome,i the more so
.because they are largely unrecognized and not.gt all understood.

Some crucial, problems have to do with critical mismatches between
the learning styles and values that their cultures provide these
children, and the teaching:approaches and teacher .expectations that they

, encounter in the classroom. What is needed. is research that attempts to
establish what learning strategies, experiences, training, and patterns
of expectations these underachieving studenti; bring to school.



MISSION' TATHMENT4 :MATH 'AND 'SCIENCJI.'-. OVERVIEW

Our country's positiOn is a world leeder in basic science, medical .

science, and technology is... crucially important to our economic and."
political interestM,' and a sourest Of great national pride. However,
the quality" .Of science and mathematics education inthe United :States
seems to:- hoth fallen dramatically in !the past 20-years. Recent 'research
'has shown' that American- children perform poorly on.matheitatics achieve-
ment tests as compared., with peers in other advanced' societies, such as
Japan.. : American children often exhibit an extreme aversion to science ;

and mathematics, and stop ':.studYing theie subjects a's soon' as they are
allowed to. Science and math teacheri at all levels are in short supplyk
many elementarY school teachers' have little training', in_ science and ,
methematics; not enough new teachers2are being trained; :and Many qual-
ified teachers 'are leaving the profession.' The last major curriculum
reforms were instituted in the 190:10s4 but these often did' not fulfill
their promise because Many teachers:were not trained well enough to carry
them out and because aspects, of these' curricula are. widely held to have
been misguided:. This state of affairs :obtains at a .time --when our
increasingly -technologiCal society deMands ever higher levels, of, compe-
tence in mathematics, and science. Furthermore, illiteracy in Science and
altheenatics :deprives ordinary - citizens of full-participatiOn in American
culture, just as surely as doss ignorance of history or literaturei
Clparly, major efforts must be made' to improve the teaching and learning

.' of these disciplines. To this end we require intensive research' on
:student's learning and-,underatanding of, Science and mathematics. Recent
deyelopments in. psychological research and theory now,make- it possible to
make progress in this area and to produce practical Improvements in
curricula,'' teaching and testing..

How many centers?

Mathematics and science, are closely refated. Major -developments in
science often depend upon, and Motivate, mathematics.' developments. For
example, Newton's achieyements in physics required the invention of the
calculus. Nonetheless, each field-has its own structure, its own re-
search problems and traditions, andt.its own interdisciplinary require-
/Pants. Acbordingly, in' what follows the two are treated separately.
Different proposals for centers might divide the broad area in a variety
of. ways, some respecting and some cross-cutting the' major division
between mathematics learning and science .earning., Two or more Smaller
centers,might be preferable to one very large one. .



.

Current state of research. .. .'r .

,0ier the past 15 tears,- there pave been major 'new developments in re-
mise. ch on -mathematical thinking and learning, many sdpported by NIE. ,
11a hematics.edueators and psychologists have provided research and theory
wh ch sheds light' on the growth of mathematical thinking' from the .`'Pte:
s ool .yearai through adulthood. This body of research, provides insight.,
to such matters as .the informal mathematical-.kiimiledge poseessed by

reschool children', the nature of _ achool Children!, ,underatanding of -

asic . arithmetic concepts, and the _comprehenSiOn of higher mathematics:
The new research combines analysis of 'the mathemitical cloTaain with the
/direct study of mathematical knowledge in children- and idults.. As -a
result, the new work bears direct relevincd to mathematics 'education in
the schools at-f all levels, and if expanded upon can produce siricant
improvements in mathematiceduCation...,
. ... .

EHT FORT 8 1.1014.#19 AND UNDERSTANDING OP. MATHEMATICS

The need for a Center.

.

. While the _recent research provides a useful foundatiOn, Muci more needs
aCcOMplished in the way of research and.theory. In particular, an

interdiaciplinary effort iieeds to, be mounted, bringing tOgethericognitiVs
developmental psycho101ists.; mathematics educators, land -mathematicians.
Psychologist, can provide 'theoretical and research #sophistication conr
cerning thinking and learning; .mathematiciens:can provide useful analyses
of the foundations-of their discipline; and 'Mathematics educators. can
provide a perapective based on practical eduCaticinal concerns, and eXperi-
juice. ,Moreplier, planning must be underAken to focus research on key
areas of. cenitetn. Such coordinated efforts should avoid fragMentatiOn ofresearch. -

c
Many research problems need to be addressed.

Areas in which recent research strides halis been made include children's
understanding of arithmetic, higher thinking processes in matheinatics,
acquisition, of mathematical skills, and gtoup differences in mathemasics
abilities. These studies should provide a good belie' for the Center's
research into such issues like the follo*ings

It is well known that children ndevelop mathematical skills and
concepts .,before *nuance to school. Fiiture research needs to
examine_ this-informer mathematics in greeter depth, , and -needs to
deterMine how childrenrs informal mathematiCs develops in relation
tos,minoritystatus,. race, and social blase.- Investigations should:
also, be undertaken on the possible effect, of :educational' experi-
ences in thg preschool years on informal mathematical toncepti, and
on the r on between these concepts and later formal instruction:

Recent 'work .has 'begun to clarify the nature of .learning problems in
elementary school arithmetics, showing for example that children's
computational errors usually result ,from systematic (but incorrect)

" ,



:rules that hays' ;an orderlY 414tting history. This,. *ork '''paves the
way ..;for future,.;, in

:1Vistigations

into the mistinderstandinge: and
learning of low aChieveri, the ldlaiiing disibleds% and
retarded individual., 'and may well result 'in effeCtive retz,dial
procedures.

Mathematics IrchieVement. differs _among various cultural and *lel
groups, end' bitween man :and women. Yet "recene:!,cross-cilltUral
research suggests that even,,Members of illiterate. societieti':'possess
many basic mathematical concepts and skills, and that'. ths, same is :,

trite :of minority, group neMbers, In our own gimlet-cr.'. Abstract'
thinking. is not limited 0: the Advazkaged.' The recent research
provides a fraziiiworIC for Atiamining' more closely the existing
achievement differences in :our own. society. What 'are the roles. of .

intellectual,. Motivational, end. Other factois, in' 'determining these
group differences in achinizement?

Stidents are required not Only to calculate, but .to underst
principles and to learn such subject matter as algebra, geomet
and the calculus. 'recent years, research has 'begun- to addles
issues:like' these, and progress has been made in understanding
children's grasp of .such essential notions as .base ten and place
vitlue, and of the thiiiking prOc_esees involved in such activities as
algebra. Basic misconceptions about central metheziatical Concepts
such as probability and'mathematical .functions hate been diagnosed.
even among mathematics majors at the College 'level. Clearly, the
investigation of the learning and understanding of mathematical
topics more advanced than simple arithmetic is a high priority.

While many children within any :given. social or cultural gratip.
experience learning. problems, current diagnostic procedures are
primitive and ineffective: We know, ho* to test achievement but not
how to uncover the intellect 1 factors responsible Recent'
research and-theory -may provide practical solutione t -this problem.t
The recent, cognitive research proVides insight into th kinds of
thinking that are important for rs-mathematics achievement and that
interfere with it ThiS new understandinpof mathematical thinking
may even suggest new diagnostic procedures employing 1)otit
standardized and alternative testing approaches.

. Research into
these ,matteri 'needs to -be'cgondliited in close consultation with the
classroom teachers, school psYchologist, and other persointel who

, will ultliately use the diagnostic procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

The resources may exist for setting up a.Center at one institution, or. at
several physically adjacent insitutions, However, researchers may also
wish to consider the establishment of a consortium, involving relevant
investigators in different areas of the country.

-

Research on, mathematics learning and thinking should result in many
practical benefits. The research will have implications for' the develop-
ment of imprpved mathematics curricula, materials, and learning environ-
ments. The research' will result in tatproved testing and assessment



procedural. rssiatch CUM also lead to ustiftil:;;tastiudtiating of.tsiiChsr sdliCiition. with the'pioblesti of isatliiimatiiii education issy to.
thiaratical acbiancss coghitive,davelopmantal psychology.



CENTER FOR TEE' LEARNING AND UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE

Current state "of research

Two developpents since the' lasi.majOr push at improving science edUcation
make the formation-of a center on thiti topic Particularly likely to yield
dramatic and iisportant rimilts. One of these 'developments was `initiated,
from within. the science edualtion community itself,,,the other comes from,
within academic psycholOgy, linguistics and computer Science. First,. for
the past decade science - educators have been documenting intuitive
theories students have constructed before formal training in certain

-/\ 'domain' 'of sCience. In many waYs ,these, intuitive misconcePtiona that, are
theories .potentate learning, but sometimes they embody `highly entranced
misconceptions that are highly resistant to tuition. For example, it can
easily be shown that even students. who have studied Newtonian =mechanics
for One or two .years at goad univeriities do: not understand Newtonian
concepts such as fOrce and 'velocity. One way of thinking about this
state of ,,affairs that students bring complex alternative theories. of
some domains of science to the learning situation, and the process of
learning "involves theory change of the sort seen in the history. of
science. The second development is within the new field of -cognitive-
science. New techniques for re resenting knowledge and -for studying the
procesSes of learning: and prob env solving make it .Possible to stUdy..in
detail, how the:, earner's curre (knowledge affects his. of material
being presented.' to him.

.

These two developments comp
been studying the"tiature o
theme emergin om thi
structurea-
the fiel ao
view' of t e
predict tha

Wit each other. Cognitive scientists have
uman knowledge for some, time. A recurrent

*search is the important role of cognitive
of learning and problem iolving. The work from

ce education, while confirming the general point of
pushes it beyond where it had been. One may even

psychology's understanding of human knowledge will be
deepened and changed as the interdependence, in the context of scientific
-reasoning, between theories, concepts, learning, and problem solving is
fully understood. Conversely, 4khe 'developments within cognitive science
make possible as never before ourynderstanding of the acquisition of
scientific literacy and proficiency:

L.

The, need for a Center.

Before the work alluded to above yields significant educational divi-

rasentatives from most, -if
dends, an interdisciplinary effort must be mounted tha. r6.-

not all, of- the following fields:

) 1
I

1) 'Cognitive scientists.- These would include people trained in informa-
. .. tion processing. yses of,- cognitive processes,. Computer simulations,

cognitive develep ). .1'; the moChanisms *of learning and conceptual charge,.
the analysis .of MISCOIIC801.01113.
2) EXp4trt. tesichers,;experimental curriculum designers, and evaluators.
For the research:'.to"pay'.bff in the claisroomi -ideas. of how to induce
conceptual change must be foimulated, tested, and .evaluated,:iii diveise.
schoOl settings.

20



'4
:3).21(pertilln:thCroiltett areas of the sciences: Sophipticatedanalyses,
of thedomein 'cf:km*101e 10Helarerequisite for an.analysis of experts'
'and.flovicee'.ConceptteliOetiont'nfAt'domain. .

4) Historians' orphilOsOOhers of :science. Currently,_ some of the
deepeettindiretendint:OUthe Probled7of conceptual change,in scientifiC
&Maine-comes gram thesields.-

Clearly, anA.nterdisCiplineryAdfoit of this sort requires time, both to
Assemble the team,anfifrta..find fruitful areas of Collaborati44 research.
The execution and evalueSima of teaching methods is a time - consuming
process. The scope of research envisioned justifies a center.

. r.
Potential topics

The heart of this research area is the. analysis of particular domains of
science. The curricular reforms of the 1960s were based on expert
aialyses of the sciences being-learned. What has been learned since then
is haw to-model ex#ert.,practitioners' cognitive processes7-mental models,
of the phenomena in the fields, problem solving methods, aid-so on. Also
learned since then is haw to analyie beginners' knowledge of the field in ..
the lime way. Thee heart .of the- problem is the ,charactesization of
coiceptal change, and ill of the tools of cognitive science, of history
and philosophy of science, must be brought td-bear on this problei.

In addition-to,,the.description of how novices differ. from-experti (i.e..
what conceptual change must be accomplisheein learning a newlield), the
mechanism* of learning must be studied. Ideas about mechanisms lust be
tested in the context of teaching. Prototypa curricular modules must be
developed and critically evaluated. -

Thee above two tapica.:_must be represented in any center on 'science
educatiOn. 'The below listed :topic* are 'all importans, and some. cam-

. bination wof 'a significant subset of them is highly desirable.

Younger children.
P.

Most of the work on the change from novice to expert, has concerned high
school and 'college students. There are important developmeStal questions
that need to. be addressed with respect to elementary-aged children. Do
young children mentally represent theory-like strunvIres? What
conceptual reorganizations ..occur the years before high school? ,What
forms should elementary scbool science insttuction and curricula take?

1'
Age related constraints.

Asa younLchildren:11nablmte undezitand:key ideas.in cience? Many have
Claimed that the young child's cognitite.aystem places constiaintson the
scientific concepts that can be learned: Although this is,an old topic,
it still a- loCUS of controversy, 'and its resolution has important
',consequences for science education.'

,



Domains 'Of *tad,'

The most studied domain to 'date is subfield of physicimechanics. Bow
general are the conclusions from this research? Do subiects, britig
intuitive, theories to bear on ,,the study of ,blologx, social Solstices,
'chemistry, other dolmans of physics?. A concentrated study of sctence
learning should probably anilyze...'et least two domains of science, oars-
fully choien to 'contrast in significant ways..,

Consequences for instruction.

Ilhat Implications ,do , new research areas have for teacher straining0'
Should teachers, be t'ught> about 'conceptual chadge in order to be -better
able to effect it? SAinild' teachers be trained to diagpoits tneir stu-

, dents' .praisting conceptions ofAha domain they are learning? Pilot
programs of taachet training ihOuld, ,tie- constructed, and critically
evaluated'.. 4

The nature of science.

Besides the content MOSS of science hOw can students taught abOut, ,

the nature of science.° Science *met be demystified. frequently
eigage in scientific reasoning, in building causal c bunts.- cif the
phenomena we - encounter. ,r Even the -.most advanced theori/es are certainly ,

inconiplate, if ictually.wrOng in;crucial details/. , Should children be
taught alout science? If so,',..'at Achat age?. Can such t aching affect the--
child's motivation to continue studies in scienti is fields? What ate

ognitive and' motivational consequences of in roductions to science
and scientific reasoning at various ages? /

1 /4-'
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The Nationalleil,

Niasion Statement

is

The. Learning Process

Quality eduaatAon-is a fUndamental.natiOnal priority so tunda
that it deserVes to receive:the'higheft. quallty scientific supports',
continued devePopment"andTefinement of a basic science of learning an
instruction is Centraltdthit:odielitific lindAaVor. :TWo:report4Conth

Federal ElemedtaryandEecondary Educ tion,Polidy and the ..NatiOnal
status of ,.430490n OdOstion'(fromi't :Asecitiebh.Century, Fund ,Task Ford\ on '

Commission, on Excellence.inEducation have recommendeCthatjundaMental
r:search:into,the learning/pFaii3775duldlie a. top priority, :.:.The

i perativei:ioredUdationil refoill" and fl5r "excellendeIn4ducatiOn"fre
hollow,'.indeed, unless they indluWresearchInto theleerning:procesiT,

. N .

The. Current 'Status of ReSearch

Learning has always)been an:issue of fundamental importande to
psYChnlogists Add educators. past decade or so, a new science of
learning hasfemerged:..feoM the integration of.reteirch,.On human development,]
pognitive science, and Oilman and artifiddal intelligence. The advances in
ftheot fields'have made possible both-the study of skilledand.complex uman

rmandeand the analysis of.instruetionel prociases. Reading, viri ngs
and mathematics ability:, aptitudeslOr learning, :and skills -of thinking nd

problem solving, are_beinusbudied withADOwerful new techniques'.

The new science ,of learning is a branch ofcognitiVe Science.. At its
. .

core are detailed theories of the structure of memory,. of how knowledge is
represented; in the mind,and about the prOcesses that take place during
learning and problemeolving.., The last majOr:curriculariTeforms, it the,
1960s, were based on, earlier psychologies.O0earning (behaviorist). Armed
with new insights, the time isripe for i major interdisciplinary'effort, a
collaboration between educators and dOgnitive.scientists of manyiorts,.W,
attack prOble of ridth olearning a the instructional process.

The Need or. a-Center

The learning processes that are important fceducation can best be
studied inTretearch4settings wheretheorier_of learning and human. cognition
are tested along with theordes'.OfAnotruction and thedesisn and evaluation
Ot.educatiOnaenvironments. In:thiSmays_ studies. Of:learbing as it:takes
place_Wschoo SJare shaped by,scientific deyelopmenteias well as by
knowledge relevant to educational needs. Although such a research agenda is
certainly teasibie',-.1t requires an interdisciplinary effort-OrganizeCand
maintained with greabIlnesse.

There is a dlearian&present:need for at least one national.' center
Airhere,learningteachintand schodling are combined, not fragmented.
Zimilarly, if other mission statement's propote theAeyelopment of ;center
and consortia that;-focut on a single (isemathematics) or at'best a.
limited -combination orsubject. matters (he :, mathematics ands2ience) then



this development needs to Do Dalanced'Dy tneioxistence or a nac;onaa owner
Where:research into learning is. 'conducted in .a variety of academid domains,

. 1 (

The provition of stable., long-term financial support tosuch a center
would'enablo it to beoomi a national (even international) resourCe where ,

+scholars -interested in oducatiOn and the learning process could 'Pool
resourcet, become acquainted with state of.the art research, and_COntribute
to the dissemination of theoretical and practical advances inAAOwledge.
Such a centralized' effort would also permit.thcstabluinteractiOn of first
rate groups of researchers and school specialists who could 'work
collaboratively, and sCimulate each other to take abroad view of the
learning_proceiS without diluting the strength of;the theoriesand methods
of their own diiciplines.

Priority, Research Topics,

Learning MechanismS.. The current cognitive theories of.learning have
taught us that it is necessary to.study general problems of learning in the
context of rich domains Of knowledge., Theie could include basic areas such
as mathematict and writing, or other content-richdomains such'as'music,
social studies, a foreign langUage,and so on. It follows that a'national
center for tbekstudy of learning must include experts in the cognitive.-
analysis of 11,6wIedge of the domains chosen for study. The priority
research topic of the learning center would be to foster understanding of
the mechanisms of learning. How does learning occur? What changes as new

knowledge is imparted?' And what are the processes involved-in such change?

General Learning Skills.. Another major Moue of& learning center
should be. general issues of -learning that might get losrin centers that.

Concentrate on particular types of knowledge. There are at least two
.classes of such general, issues. The first concerfl3.,the mechanisms of

learning that apply to all domains of knowledge.', Geheral considerations of

induction, hypothesis-testing models of learning, the role of conflict in
promoting. learnini,' and so on, tall in the first class of issues. The

second concerns such questions as whether there are general problem solving
skills or study strategies that promote learning in manY disparate academic
domains. This..is a controversial issue, and has not been definitively
Settled. Clearly important to education, this.question would fall under

the mandate of'a national center for learning. Absolutely central to
claims for'such general skills is the problem of evaluation. An important

corollary of there being general learning skills is. that indiv ual

differences,in learning ability and aptitudes might be analyze in terms of

them. Again,' this important topic should have a.,central place on the
research agenda of a learning center..

' .

Cognitive Analyses of Teaching and Knowledge Transmission. Effective'..

teaching is said to require that the teacher diagnose the learner-pa current

state of knowledge. Is this necessary? Or feasible? How can a teacher. of

30 students tailor teaching in this way?: Key research topics of a learning

. center should include: The cognitive-analyses of teaching and-knowledge
transmission, social influences on learninginthe claisroom, management
.and planning of instruction, and, the adaptation Of instruction to meet
individual needs, inclUding those of tfie gifted ,.the disadvantaged, the
language deficient, and the minority child.



AvaloOmantal. DiffOrelqeaw .In order "to study learning and
inatrUOtiOn, fUndaMental questions oondbrning intellectual development must
be addreised. Does the young Ohilddiffer from the adult in ways that have
important consequenclas-for the prooeis of learning? This is an age-old
question that la far from. resolved. Research on this topic would fall
under the mandate ofl national center for learning. The instructional
conseqUencia bf any important deveropmental differences should be Studied.'

I I

Dissemination; Basic,research in learUng and schooling should be
supplemented in'a national center by the careful dissemination of research
findings to help lett* development Qf.instruotional methodeend.materials,
including computerized curricula,Apthods of measuring achievement and
evaluating performance, and effective design of,orassroom and instructional

u.
environments,

.

Conclusions

The allendifor such a center would be ambitious, and the amount of
supi;ort should Oe equally ambitious.' But only through sustainedrlong
term) prigeiOitic,,interdisciplinary 'efforts to consider learning in
context can we ho'liie)to makepjor contributions both bo the basic science'
of learning and the practice of educating.for excellence. :Research from
centers or consortia with more limited focus (e.g.,.rpading or mathematics)
could feed into this center, and vice versa, in frudtful _collaborative
efforts. At issue is4o help individual' learners perform "at the boundary
of individual abilitT.in ways thlit can test and push back personal limits",
,(the National Commissionon Excellence in Education).

1



Mission Statement

Educational Technology

Although many air,* that much of the educational,' and by este sion,
economic fUturelpf the United States is tied "to computer sciences Ind

-h related technologies, little is known about how this transition will take
plhoe or what Weft it will havi.on either our students or our ed national

Miiiover, the readiniis of the nationla schools to a ply the
- new-technolfty is at preSeht stalled-by cshortaie of.reliAbli into motion

and a lack'of coherent resources. Not only is there a shortage of
information'on hOwto apply avhilake ,technology to education, but here 13

,also a shbrtage of,qualified.teachers and researchers able to study the
4Watifacatdd problems created by adlianceMents in the field.

Of even grater importance, given the interest in applying technology

to educadtion, is the fact.that we do not know whether or not these devices
actually facilitate achievement. In Other Words, there is a need tol
establish the educational utility and/or Wects of the wholesale use of
Microcomputers. This need is at -least part Ally met by the establishment
of a center whose mission would:b4r,to provi 'researchidevelopment and
service/ do a national scale. The centerw mobilize'the efforts of
professionals from different disciplines ng'in a coordinated fashion.
Results from this work would be of, both I to and -long term value to.

the educational coimmunity.

.

WHY A CENTER?

TIdiverse nature of the tasks to be accompliahed.requires th
partication of individuals-with different skillajnd-backgrounds.:,- For
example, cognitive psychologists are needed to examine the tyPis pri
'learning or restructuring which are amenable to instruction vit.thei
computer. Computer programmers area needed to developthe Softwit
prototypes to be'used. Educators are needed to, establish the co t

instruction. Finally, anthropologists and sociolOgists are needed)I
examine the sooio- cultural and-Organizational factors associated the

use of technology.. Clearly, multi- disciplinary- teams are essential.
Potentially,, at least, such teams already exist at a number of major
universities in various departments.

,While a centralized location is desirable for the sake of
administrativeconvenience, it is important. to note. that not all research
or developments in this area need take place at a single location.: The

'breadth of the, field is si4ply too:great to.concentrate all of the effort -"

Alt one location. In.additibn to its centralized function, a:center must be
allowed, if not encouraged, to work cooperatively with individuals at other
institutions who are experts in their respective fields.:-

PROBLEM

Recent
underscored

developments, particularly in the Microcomputer induttry, have
the importance of, technology for education. The work force
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needed' in the technologic:a 1 based- society of the l'uture_w 11 be radically.
.

.....

different from .that of past tY:aditional .industry: In recOg ition of kthijk

fact; and in an effort to item the "tide' of....IteeRing mediocrity" in Iiii:

eduCition ,:phe United States Commission on1-4fiki4ence .haS 'gone so far as`

recommend, that Aine half year.'of study in computer' science be required for
all high school 'stUiehts . In the same vein , a` recent survey on computer

Computer litera Y, along with .b skills, as,,a4primary instructionai
use in the ichlis found that .51% of the school. districts surveyed, ranked

. l

.

goal . NOt only is there great_ int erest in developing computer literacy

skills, but .there is a greatdeal of hope -that, innovations in technology.

Oen be applied to the eductitionar process itself. °

.4. f r
RESEARCH

The need for basic research ,ch :the, 504.44 .Oognitive Ondeducational

Implications of thgnewtechhology, are preound; Not only is there:a.:.need':

to etUdY-:theeffOOtivenesb of different coniOuter7based epproiches, but*:

thereiialSO.: a need to study the prOcesses ii0Obiated with their use. In

general terms ,:there are two basic qtieStions tcr be'.addressed which areof

fundamental importance. First, wbat-:are:the, social , pSychological and

educational implications and/or' effects' of :microcomputers in the sctioolsT:

SecOnd, to what: extent. are *these effects (or lack of effects consistent

adr00,i'etademicSubjeCt matter domains. and student Populations?:

Research is needed to determine. whether or not COmputerbased
instruction facilitates the acquisition of basic skills and ,of more general

problem solving skills. Where there is some %evidence that working wi4h y.

computets aids in the develoPfilent" of math Computational skills, there is

very little empirical evidence showing thet' the experierfbe actually

pro uces,Ing term, conceptual gains. -

Historically; ooceputerbaied instruction .tended to TOc ui:On..!drill

and .practice'," with :little attention to the development' of CompleI

concepts. Recent deVelopmenti make it pOsSible to ConduCt research on the

effectiVenesS of computerbased approaches to other- more cOnCeptUallybased

content...areas. The purpose 'here sh01.41.4:.Pot be .;to evilna/particUlar

software' packages butHto .examine the or MicrodOMput r approaches in

general. For efample, we ,need to knOw-Whether.teadhing students to use

Word' prOcessing prOgramsfacilititeS the'.4evelOpMent'or literacy skills in

the , broOder sense or wnetner the' eftects are restricted` to typing Skills.

. "

An area in f need ;of major `study concerns- thlegeneral questions of

individual and group differences. Are :COMPUter based: instructional

.paradigms aPplibable!, across different age groupt?: The study, ofthe,

understandini -OfprOgraMOint.furietiOnsecrdiages is oertainlYneeded
.

beforereqUiring programming' throughout the/grades..

There is some indication that positive effects associated.. with ,...microt

based i nstruct fon are :r natUre .
this sense,' it.

JO reasonable to ask' .:the'' use:of the microcomputer affects traditionally

foUnd7:seI and ability group motivational, differencei- in the study dab

and he silences'.
. -

There is a great need toeXamine the relative effectiveneii.of

:different coMputerbased.apprOaches.,,witb.different ethholingUistiO and
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social class populations. Siudies of tnls,type,would, no doubt, have to

concern themselves with issues,oflangUage characteristics'and.cultural
,. . -

differences; both in the design and useof research prototiypes. Given the

enormous populations shifts that the U:S,A. it eXperiesping, such-questions

become critically important. I'
,

The existence orspeciakpopulAtions,gives:riee.to additional
questions regarding the useOf teChnologyintheschool. For eXatOli;, the

current push toward mainstreaming takes it important tost1.10Y special!'-

:..problems facecFby',handiCapped Students:

DEVELOPMENT

_

Tn order, to address many'of.these issues,there it,a'mtedtoTdeyelop_O-
core of retearchers:trained-'speoifiCally,in:the issu 0444 the area,.
who:.are:Able to conduct tfie-criticalstudiWthatW1 be needed. Therey.

Pite..aIreadY-.1141eCe A,number,of:SriduitettUdY programs, n theApPliga::
of micro- computer technology to the schooltt hoWevervthese programs Are:-
largely. eXperitental and fragMentary.- yWithOut aCadrey.of _qualified

reseArChers; itAA4oubtfulthat the full`: potential of:the new .technology

will be examined 16.2edUCational-conteitsi.thut:leavingfuturespplications
to,chance.

SERVICE

O

Ihere-isAnAMPOrative needgiorthe development:and:,eyaluatiO of .

treining.:4h_comOuterliteracYvhich:couldhe imOillieht*V4:1Pca11001e.
:SeyeriVetetes have established ",teCh:centers" to provicie training and, to_

a letter:extent, inforMation'disteMinationnfortunately, howeVer; these

centers are not Supported to the extent necessary'to enable them to review

the .range ofAlardware-and_software materials that are nomMercially

040,i1Able,nordo they have staff. who;, teChnically;competent7t0 develop

-an4 test differentapproaches.', At_a result, locallysUpported centers are

iifOc4eirto operate primarily as deMonstratiOnCenterswithilOimited
gedgraphiCal regions and cannot 'provide:service ate national level

There is also_alleed4Or information, Oitsetination 401:goes beyOnd
merely compiling lists..ofsoftware-: The need...it tbestablith:A'
comprehensive 'computer data bate_on the-educatiOnalyuset of-MicrO

:techriolOgy which:can:be.acCeptedby,.,thoseinterested:in computer:- science
issues in education. This:, should include-,parentsaswell'Ap educator
since the e-educatiOnal Utetofthe microcomputer in the home are ,i=ncreasing

rapidly and will have

c
an iMpAct.Wrhomerbased-educitin." r

.
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MISSION ..STATEMOT: HOME .AND,..COMMUNITY

INFLUENCES" ON ,LEARNING AND' DEVELOPMENT
.

Much of what our' citizens learn, including 'important si011s,,kpowlesigei
and-. attitudes toward learning--which proyide:the, foundation fOr
successful school performance-takes- place out:of)sChOOl. For excellence
in education to become': a' reality our':Society,
AidUCatOrsi parents, 'employers and othersConeerned with the educational:
'enterprise must develop -an, adequate understanding of ;the teaChing
learning, and development 'proceeses that occur in such 'out-of4chboli:
environments as thote provided by the family,atd:the community.

The 'purposes of 'this center will be: (1) to conduct a coordinated
research program on home andeipther non-school influences on learning and
development; (2) to conduct research on nonacademic charactellifics of
individuals '(e.g., attitudes,, values, self-discipline) that fluence
learning and/or are the outcomes of educational experiences; (3) to
collect, synthesize, and analyze past and current research conducted
elsewhere on these ,topics so that the center can serve as a major .
national resource to the field; and, (4) to disAeminate research findings,

1

methodological approaches, and ,critical analyses of research on home,
communit, and other 'influences on .learning and development to
researchers and practitioners. Special emphaSis will be given to both
individual and group (cultural, economic)" diversity.and change, and also
to specific handicapping conditions.

Problem and Need

Although 'rhe:schOolgrA::blamedfor all of the failureS of American
education, in fact muchsome-sUtpect most - -of learning:,and:development
occurs Outside the confines:ofthe:Achools,underthe influence pfthe.
hOme,NlandiY, church,:buSinesStcoMMunity, 'peer groups, and'MAps madii.
Some.-of :::rhislearning is forma1471.*organized(e., 4-H Clubs, nursery
schools, museuma), and soMe:A.S': infOrmal.:-:-TUrthermorelearning And.

are reatrict 0,..,to the conventional sChoolYears'but:

Change) or incidentally (Oro glITV) Some of learningCOMplements1
occur thrOughOut!ji4e7-delibe ately .(as.in, the:icepe of;:planned career

the more forMalvatteMpts of:the schdols;:eome:sUPpleMentS choOleffOrtA;
alid. some -:interferes with, or is' antithetical to',: the:gods. lihe schools
claim for themselves.

.

Attempts:to improve education and raise` standards of accomplishment will
be letwthan enlightened if these external inflOenCes are noAkenArto.-

. _
A,ccoUnt let,:::inApite,of a groioing bridyof researthtfor:example, on .,

the relationship between family and,:school-there 'is.. no systematic and
.::-centralized group charged with4AVestigating,theAuality *ad.:quantity Of

ornal educ40.onal opporpini4eilir 1:1e,.pi#Cture:pVthOs .amOtuil.O.es
,etween:#0itie,:and schopl0f!Spetial inteiest*are...the 00biethsthatocduk
when A.thild fkan.i minority culture fecoilfrpated by the-.demands:of a
school situation that emphasizes thevalues of:;themajoritYculture.

- .-,



-EverY pSient.possessessrepertoire
,

of' strategies, for teaching children',
.:There . isevidence-that ..different- strategies ...are, .used bye' parents, of
different -SOCIOCO.iiiral ,backgrounds. 'There'is alsO jome':::*4rCe
:the- Strategies parents uses teaching their children 44seertheManner
in which the. childrehapOrOchlearning-.0.earning ,styles):: In `addition, ,

there is Setae evidence th#'.:: the Mat* between the teaching strategies, of
the , home dnd' those, of 'ttielichool, may influence gchool adjustment and
achievement by children. ;',ther is ;;a heed, to identify and: ,examine, the

effects of4arious parentat thing strategies in order for Classroom
teachersto capitalize.on-the earningthat,children bring to school:

. ,

At 'the same 'time' that 'we, are concerned , with the 'influences of
out -of- school learninki,we,Must alsobe concerned with the nonacademid
learning that takes :place: both wOhin. and outside of school.
litionacademie. is the,terM,chOse forluSehereltcwrefer, to attitudes,
perceptions, vaiues.mades-oClearning -andrespd4ding, and styles of
interaction with others... TheSeYMaY affect what'People-learn 'and hOW they
learn it, as well a%s ihe.aPplicatikon'of learning in their lives and
careers. Nonacademic cheracteristics,may_also:be,an Oucdme f sppcific .

educational'experiendes. Wherido,:studentalearn their st7dY habits?
How. :are their4kiitudes-taward learning. forMedl- How values they
attach to self-expression :developed? .

Such topics, as'attitudeS'and:valueswere popular in:edncatiohal.research,
four-or five decades :ago. .They have tended.to :fall into diikavOr in
recent:years-'for_ several "reasOnsincluding, the-confusion between -
att.:dying such nonacademic Characteristics .and prescribing. whet they
ahOUld betweengeneral traits:-And 'those
adaptive in particular 'situations, and the inherent-diffiCuities in
,measuring such.veriables.::However, it is-Increasingly recognizedth#
edUCation, direatly or:indirectly, has a larger mission than teach4.4V,
peoplebasiC verbal, and mathematical skills and promoting knowledge in
theConVentional. schoolsUbjects (science, literature, social studies,'

':Ffirthei,studente ;abilities or inclination not onlytO.learn
these subjeCts :but elio. to make-a living in the real worldmai-,lbe
,dependent on these traits.

tenter Considerations

'4
These: two reat,-cut-of-4?choOl learning and nonaCademic.develOpment,-

:althOugh di ferent, can 'profit from:. .(1) 'the, interdisciplinary`
perspective, iten-educational research centericonSortium-can
(OrbascUltdra .0SYchology, soCiology,, anthropology, dOelOpMental and
educational PsyCh9.101Y, statistics and demography, :fludustrialand::
organizational expertise), and (2) opportunities' fO'OongitUdinal studies,
which are especiaily,important.in our_ability to ,understand- ihe kinds of
perFasive- influences,And,,Characteristics' described. More, directly,:
reSearchersw,ith::the seme:kinds'of research talents and interests,can:
work,in,bOth areas,,freitUently'Within the bOnndaries of a single
Foi7.exaMpl*: .74'tiearning strategies associated:with:pat04W 4.ching

-styles are most adaptive forauctessful learning:oftraditiOnalschOol
,SubjeCtst: What habits and valuestransfer most readily'from'the:SchOol.-
setting to the work setting?,

,



It is important to note that it 'is-, unlikely that the research,- directed
. toward this e4es.ion Could ;be conduCied at a etegle siteVrather, a

consortium arrangement would: :seem' to . prox,ida a more' productive
orgarizeitlonal apkeich becaUse of the diversity of populations and
'settings be addieelled. 4

The kinds of variables 'discussed here :will. certainly. figure In research
con:irUcted7-underHithei NiE 'Cantai--:miSsiOU:r:atatenzents=(-s.-g. ; I

mat6Matics,.and.science). Novieyer,'Of necessiti, inch variables will be
of secondary cOncerp* that research. A separate center. is proposed to
ensure that spitematic and major attention is : given to the place -of
out-of-school learning and influences on learning and. to' the so-called
nonacademiC characteristics that students lea're and that affect their
,learning.


